CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this chapter, the researcher presents two points, the first point is the research findings and the second point is discussions. This chapter the researcher analyze all of the main character’s conversation that happen. In data findings there is table of types of conversational implicature and the function of implicature that is appeared on dialogue transcript of 22 Jump Street movie. In this chapter the researcher will give brief explanation and interprets the types of conversational implicature. There are two the type of conversational implicature, they are generalized conversational implicature and particularized conversational implicature. Then, the researcher provides the interpretation of the function of implicature, they are representative (assertive), derictive, commissive, expressive and declarative.

4.1 Findings

This sub chapter illustrate the findings is derived from the research problem, which is the first concerns on the type of conversational implicature based on Grice’s theory of implicature (1975), and concerns on the function of implicature based on speech act theory which proposed by Searly (1994). Beside that, the writer provides the table of the type of conversational implicature. In the table contain utterance on the dialogue transcript of 22 Jump Street movie that have implied meaning. This table makes the researcher easier to interpret the types
conversational implicature and the function of implicature that is appeared on the dialogue transcript of 22 Jump Street movie.

4.1.1 The Type of Conversational Implicature and The Function of Implicature

In this part, the data occurs as result of the implicature that include to type of conversational implicature based on the theory of implicature which proposed by Grice and the function of implicature wich correlate with speech ct theory wich proposed by searle. To make easy understandable, the explanation will be elaborated by the researcher more complete in the table below 4.1.1.

4.1.1 Conversational implicature classification based on type of conversational implicature and The function of implicature based on speech act classification by Searle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Utterance</th>
<th>Implicature</th>
<th>Type of Conversational Implicature</th>
<th>Function of Implicature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The Ghost? I don’t know, who is the he?</td>
<td>GCI</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Directive, ask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Huh! I got a new identity that’s gonna be killed. I’m going to be throwing it to you to make it legit.</td>
<td>PCI</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Representative, inform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>I need absolute silence. I need absolute silence.</td>
<td>No, I can’t, you must find your character self, because I have a concentration</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>I think you’ve got the wrong guy, homes?</td>
<td>No, homes. I didn’t recognize him.</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Oh, yes. Uh...it was Dora, and Diego and Swiper.</td>
<td>I don’t know, what are you talking about?</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Can’t believe the punks I have to deal with these days. Really makes me miss the 90s. When we had professional around. You want to check out the goods? Check it out. And shut up. Right?</td>
<td>Don’t courteous talk. I’m gonna ask you to stop talking. If you wanna check out the goods, please check it out. And don’t say any one, right?</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>I’m all out!</td>
<td>The bullet in my guns is used up, I</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.</td>
<td>9.</td>
<td>10.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oh, this uh..this was actually uh..an octopus from the incident. Um...I opened a crate, and uh... the octopus had leapt onto face and it has... apparently they have many many arms. Um</td>
<td>can’t shoot them.</td>
<td>asserting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes, this is hickey! The octopus was make that.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Representative, affirming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Of course, I’m talking about both of you.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Representative, affirming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We want to brust through our ceiling, you gotta find another ceiling and you gotta bust through that one. And you just gotta keep hammering ceilings.</td>
<td>We want loose and do everything that we want, without any pressure and enforcement. We don’t want to do undercover again.</td>
<td>Commissive, refusing or rejecting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11</strong></td>
<td><strong>Hey</strong></td>
<td>Yeah, this is awesome.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Expressive, praise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ooh, I like sharks.</strong></td>
<td>I prefer you make a shark tank than you make espresso bar.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Expressive, things liked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13</strong></td>
<td><strong>Your ass look like you’re about fifty. You’re going to MC State.</strong></td>
<td>No, you’re not became high school student but You’ll become student collage.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Representative, informing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14</strong></td>
<td><strong>Neither</strong></td>
<td>I’m not get all of it, either get to fuck or get to watch people fuck.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Representative, affirming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
<td><strong>No, this actually my laptop. Yeah, I’m taking notes right now, huh?.</strong></td>
<td>Yeah, this is my football, and I play football.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Representative, critisizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
<td><strong>Covalent bonds</strong></td>
<td>Yeah, what?</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Directive, ask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>17</strong></td>
<td><strong>Why would you ask me? I’m.. I’m not a cop.</strong></td>
<td>I don’t know the result of the war on drugs</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Expressive, protesting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tampon!</td>
<td>Food!</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Representative, advise or informing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Stop being a pussy and go talk to her. Go!</td>
<td>You must go alone.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Directive, advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>What...what.. Fuck you, brain. Oh...fuck you, brain. I’m forget, its certain Why- Phy, right!</td>
<td>Yeah, I have. Suddenly you ask me about body art that I have</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Expressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>That’s pretty random question.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Those are two of my favorite things to do. Banging bitches and getting wasted all fucking day is my favorite.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>I’m gonna throw up! I can’t to keep up, Dude!</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>....was just in the neighborhood... My classes is still good Captain.</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>Sentence</td>
<td>Response</td>
<td>Label</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>This is bullshit! It’s fu...! Waiter! What can a black man do get some water around here?!</td>
<td>Waiter! Please, give me some water!</td>
<td>Directive, request</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>I’m pretty close with my Granpa too.</td>
<td>absolutely no, I’m not jealous if you have real connection with Maya</td>
<td>Representative, claims</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>I got on eight hundred dollar shoes and you can’t even see the motherfuckers!</td>
<td>My shoes is more cheap and you even can’t see and find these suplair.</td>
<td>Representative, claim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>I think there’s blood in my eye.</td>
<td>I’m not allright, my eyes is bleed!</td>
<td>Expressive, painfulness or illness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Really?</td>
<td>I don’t believe if you get Mercedes all by yourself.</td>
<td>Representative, refuses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Shit! Why, man?</td>
<td>Shit! I’m not</td>
<td>Expressive,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Why am I always</strong></td>
<td><strong>allright. I don’t</strong></td>
<td><strong>painfulness, or</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>getting hurt around</strong></td>
<td><strong>want to around</strong></td>
<td><strong>illness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>you?</strong></td>
<td><strong>you.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:

GCI: Generalized Conversational Implicature

PCI: Particularized Conversational Implicature

According to the table above, there are 30 conversational implicatures occur in the Dialogue of *22 Jump street* movie. There are 11 utterance of conversational implicature that include to Generalized Conversational Implicature and 19 utterance of conversational implicature that include to Particularized Conversational Implicature. Then, there are 13 that include to representative function, there are 5 implicature that include to directive function, 2 implicature that include to coomissive function, 10 implicature that include to expressive function, and the last there is no the implicature that include to declarative function. These classified utterances are explained more clearly in analysis the data below.
4.1.2 Analysis of The Data

Dantum 1

Context: Schmidt and Jenko head to Metro City and Schmidt notices the wanted drug lord, the Ghost.

Schmidt: That’s the Ghost.

Jenko: The Ghost?

Schmidt: Lousten Nilsen. The biggest trafficker of illegal goods in Mexico City. Then he teamed up with the Mexican cartel and running all this shit though the poor. What the hell are we supposed to be buying.

Analysis

In conversation above Jenko’s statement not an answer to Schmidt’s question. Jenko’s utterance is not relevant with the Schmidt’s utterance. Jenko even repeat Schmidt’s utterance. Schmidt first try to describe who is the Ghost to Jenko because the question of Jenko contain of implied meaning if the Jenko do not know who is the Ghost. Utterance’s Jenko is “The Ghost” the utterance have many significance. Before the Jenko’s utterance, Schmidt say to Jenko “That’s the Ghost” and Schmidt answer “The Ghost”. Jenko should say “who is the Ghost”.

Therefor the utterance above include of the type of conversational implicature is Particularized Conversational Implicature since the inference worked out while drawing totally on the specific context of utterance. Specific context of Jenko’s utterance is “The Ghost”.


**Dantum 2**

**Context:** Schmidt starts buttoning up his shirt

Jenko: What are you doing?

Schmidt: Huh? I got a new identity that’s gonna be killed. I’am going to be throwing it to you to make it legit.

Jenko: Okay.

**Analysis**

In conversation above not appropriate with the rule of conversation. when the Jenko said the schmidt “what are you doing” and schmidt answer “Huh? I got a new identity that’s gonna be killed. I’am going to be throwing it to you to make it legit”. So schmidt violating maxim of conversational implicature. The utterance above include of Generalized conversational implicature. Referred to Generalized Conversational Implicature because Jenko’s utterance not appropriate. Schmidt should answer to Jenko’s question with “I was do camouflage to be a killed....”. but here the Schmidt not answer like that.

The function of implicature is Representative function. Representative is used to describe the world or reason about it. The
Schmidt's utterance is about inform or advise. Schmidt advise Jenko if he was camouflage as killed.

Dantum 3

Context: Schmidt closes his eyes and puts his fingers by the bridge of his nose to concentrate.

Jenko: Can you give me like a head start on character...

Schmidt: I need absolute silence. I need absolute silence.

Analysis: The utterance above include of particularized Conversational Implicature. In the Schmidt’s atatement is not answer Jenko’s question. When Jenko ask to Schmidt, can Schmidt give Jenko a heard start a character. Because Schmidt want to change his character to camouflage when meet the Ghost. The Ghost is the one of criminal who pursued by police. Schmidt change the character to be a killed. Schmidt begin to form the character with the closes his eyes and puts his fingers by the bridge of his nose to concentrate. The Schmidt try camouflage to find out what is being brought by The Ghost in the big tracks. While Jenko ask to Schmidt, Schmidt not answer the Jenko question, Schmidt just say “I need absolute silence. I need absolute silence.” It’s mean that Schmidt need consentration to his mask. And Schmidt command Jenko to silence.

The function of implicature is Directive function which means that speaker's attitude towards action that would did by hearer for example
request, asking, invited, command and recommend. The utterance above indirectly Schmidt command Jenko to silence because he need concentration.

Dantum 4

Context: Jenko and Schmidt walk toward warehouse where there the Ghost Scarface and subordinates of the Ghost.

Schmidt: Oh, shit. Yoh, sleepy! What’s up homie? You know my cousin Savoy?

Scarface: I think you’ve got the wrong guy, homes?

Analysis

Scarface remark’s is include of Particularized Conversational Implicature, because which do require spesific contexts. Spesific context in Scarface’s remark is “the wrong guy”. Scarface regard that Schmidt have been wrong guy and intended by schmidt is not him. Yet, in conversation above Schmidt was pretending known Scarface. So, it can be conclude that Scarface’s remark implies “No, homes. I didn’t recognize him”.

The function of implicature is Representative function. Representative which meant of Scarface’s utterance is about refuses. Scarface refuses what Schmidt said, because he did not know the causin of Schmidt.
Dantum 5

Context: Jenko and Schmidt are talking with the Scarface, at the time Jenko looks uncomfortable.

Schmidt: Oh, man! When you were telling the story last night, you had so much detail. The details was so rich...it was rich detail. Go into incredibly descriptive details of the story so that we all know.

Jenko: Oh, yes. Uh...it was Dora and Diego and Swiper.

Analysis

In conversation above include of Particularized Conversational Implicature, because which do require such specific contexts. Specific contexts in utterance above is “Dora, Diego and Swiper”. Schmidt asking Jenko to tell the story about crazy adventure but Jenko do not tell the story about crazy adventure but rather mention “Dora, Diego and Swiper” that tell about child adventure. Actually Jenko do not know what the Schmidt say?. So, Jenko spontaneously say what any in his mind. “Dora, Diego and Swiper” is the name of player from child animation adventure television series. The name of the television series is “Dora the Explorer”. Wikipedia state that “Dora the Explorer” is an American education animated TV series created by Chris Gifford, Valerie Walsh, and Eric Weiner. Dora is the main character in Dora the Explorer, Diego is the Dora’s cousin and Swiper is a sneaky orange fox who have antagonist character. Jenko
should tells the story which about challenging adventure movie not adult adventure.

The Jenko’s utterance is about affirming. Affirming is include in representative function which is used to describe the world and reason about it. The utterance of Jenko reffered informing because Jenko advise Schmidt what the Schmidt asked about adventure.

**Dantum 6**

**Context:** The Ghost pulls out a switchblade and ejects the blade, then the Ghost places the edge of knife against Schmidt’s throat for a moment.

The Ghost: Can’t believe the punks I have to deal with these days. Really makes me miss the 90s. When we has professional around. You want to check out the goods? Check it out. And shut up, right?

Schmidt: Where did you find this gringo, man? The fucking Mumfrod & Sons concert and shit?

**Analysis**

The Ghost’s utterance intend to convey implied meaning to the Schmidt. The Ghost tries to remember about last when the Ghost and his subordinates are bring goods and any someone who want to check out his goods is about 90s, they are punks. The Ghost intimidate Schmidt to say anyone, not only that The Ghost also threaten knife to Schmidt. The Ghost do not want to anyone know if he a trafficker of illegal goods. It can be
conclude that The Ghost’s remark implies “Don’t courteous talk. I’m gonna ask you to stop talking. If you wanna check out the goods, please check it out. And don’t say any one, right?. The implicature above is include of Generalized Conversational Implicature since inference can be drawn from general features of the context and world-knowledge and does not depend on particular features of the context.

The function of implicature is belongs to Commissive function. In the Ghost’s utterance is about threat which the Ghost try to threat Jenko and Schmidt by knife to do not say anyone and to keep secret that they have seen.

**Dantum 7**

**Context:** When the Ghost and Scarface in truck of carrying goods, they want to Shoot Jenko and Schmidt who were catch up them.

The Ghost: Shoot him!

Scarface: I’m all out!

The Ghost: You stupid moron!

**Analysis**

The utterance above include in implicature of Particularized Conversational Implicature that since the inference can be drawn from general features of the context and world-knowledge and does not depend on particular features of the context. The Ghost ask Scarface (subordinates
of the Ghost) to Shoot Jenko and Schmidt because they (Jenko and
Schmidt) try to foil the project of The Ghost and the Ghost know if the
Jenko and Schmidt is a police that want to catch him (The Ghost and the
Subordinates of the Ghost). The scarface can not Shoot they (Jenko and
Schmidt) because bullets in his gun has been empty.

The function of the implicature is Representative function.
Representative function which is commit the speaker to the truth of
something, for example asserting, claiming, affirming, etc. The utterance
above is about affirming which Scarface state that the bullet in the guns is
used up and Scarface can not shoot Jenko and Schmidt.

Dantum 8

Context: Schmidt turns his head to reveal massive marks on the
side of his neck.

Deputy Chief Hardy: Is that Hickey?

Schmidt: Oh, this uh...this was actually uh...an octopus
from the incident. Um...I opened a crate, and
uh..the octopus had leapt onto face and it
has...apparently they have many many arms.
Um...

Analysis
The conversation above between Deputy Chief hardy
(Commissioner of Jenko and Schmidt) and Schmidt is violating maxim.
Schmidt’s statement is not answer the Jenko’s question. Schmidt does not
say yes or no. Because in utterance of Deputy Chief Hardy need answer yes or no. Yet Schmidt interpret in his statement Deputy Chief Hardy which meaning yes or no. The answer of Schmidt is not simple, his answer is more prolixity. The type of Schmidt’s utterance above is belongs to Particularized Conversational Implicature since the inference worked out while drawing totally on the specific context of the utterance.

The Function of Implicature is Representative function. The function is used to describe the world or reason about it. Schmidt’s utterance means to inform the truth about the his neck was get incident.

Dantum 9

Context: In the office Schmidt and Jenko sit in front of Deputy Chief Hardy, who simply stares at Schmidt and Jenko.

Deputy Chief Hardy: Yeah. Well, the commissioner’s convinced this debacle happened because you weren’t doing the same undercover student thing you did the first time. She doesn’t get that it’s always worse the second time around. You settle into worn out roles. One gets possessive, the other suns away. You begin a slow painful unraveling as all of the good things that came before begin to be crushed by the trash compactor of sadness.

Schmidt: That doesn’t sound like us. I mean..

Deputy Chief Hardy: I’m getting a divorce
Analysis

Statement of the Deputy Chief Hardy tell about Jenko and Schmidt which has failed undercover became senior high school student. Jenko and Schmidt not aware if the Deputy Chief Hardy were talking about them. they thought that if the deputy Chief Hardy were talking about someone else. Schmidt said that “That doesn’t sound like us. I mean..”. After Schmidt say like that, Deputy Chief Hardy respond Schmidt’s statement, Deputy Chief Hardy said “I’m getting a divorce”. Deputy Chief Hardy say like that to make Schmidt and Jenko sympatic and not protest to what he had to say about them. So, the Hardy’s remark above include of particularized Conversational Implicature. Particularized Conversational Implicature since the inference worked out while drawing totally on the specific context of the utterance.

The function of the implicature is Representative function. Representative function which is commit the speaker to the truth of something, for example asserting, claiming, affirming, etc. The utterance above is about affirming which Deputy Chief Hardy state he was not joking. The discussed by Deputy Chief Hardy is Jenko and Schmidt not other people.
Dantum 10

Context: In the office room, Jenko simultaneously bust through the palm of his hand with the other hand and chant.

Jenko: We don’t want to do the same thing. **We want to burst through our ceiling, you gotta find another ceiling and you gotta burst through that one. And you just gotta keep hammering ceilings.**

Schmidt: Okay, okay, okay.

Analysis

Jenko’s utterance intended to convey implied meaning to the leadership (Deputy Chief Hardy). The implied meaning of the Jenko utterance is he want to stop to do undercover that command of Deputy Chief Hardy, because Jenko and Schmidt want to become a normally cop. The implicature of Jenko’s utterance is **“burst through our ceiling”**. Jenko use “burst through our ceiling as a representation to inform that Jenko and Schmidt did not want to do camouflage and they want to be theirself, do anaything that they want. The type of implicature is belongs to Generalized Conversational Ipllicature since the inference can be drawn from general features of the context and world-knowledge and does not depend on particular features of the context.

The function of implicature is belongs to Commissive function. Commissive function is speech act that command speaker to do something like promise, offer, refusing or rejecting and etc. Yet, in Jenko’s utterance
is include of refusing or rejecting. In Jenko’s utterance state that he rejecting to do what the Deputy Chief Hardy instructed.

**Dantum 11**

**Context:** Schmidt and Jenko walk over to Captain Dickson.

Captain Dickson: How you bitches like Jump Street now?

Schmidt: Hey.

**Analysis**

Schmidt’s statement is not answer the Captain Dickson’s question. In fact, Schmidt say “Hey” to Captain Dickson. Word of “Hey” used to attract someone's attention or to express surprise, joy, or angry and usually to greeting of someone. But in conversation above not relevant between what the Captain Dickson say and Schmidt say. Captain Dickson ask to Schmidt “How you bitches like Jump Street now?” it means that Dickson ask to Schmidt and Jenko about the office of 22 Jump Street, is better than previous 21 Jump Street. Yet Schmidt answer the Dickson’s question with greeting, that is not relevant with the Dickson’s Question. The utterance above include of Particularized Conversational Implicature since the inference worked out while drawing totally on the specific context of the utterance.

The function of implicature is Expressive function. Expressive function is speech act that expression our feeling through utterance like greeting, thanking, apologizing, praise and etc. The Schmidt utterance
above is include of greeting. Schmidt say “hey” to Captain Dickson, because they have been long time no see.

**Dantum 12**

**Context:** Captain Dickson reffering to the interior of the headquarters.

Captain Dickson: You all see this shit! 22 Jump Streetis the lick. And I gotta big ass raise to babysit you two fuckers again. Designed it myself. We got espresso bar, thinking about a shark tank over there.

Jenko: Ooh, I like sharks.

**Analysis**

Jenko’s gives information which is less informative. He says something about Shark but he does not say anything about Espresso. Captain Dickson say “We got espresso bar, thinking about a shark tank over there”. Dickson made self espresso bar and shark tank but Jenko’s statement just say about Shark. Jenko just like about Shark and he does not like about espresso. Jenko does not say Espresso he just refer to Shark. The implicature belong to Generalized Implicature since the inference can be drawn from general features of the context and world-knowledge and does not depend on particular features of the context.
The function of implicature is Expressive. It report feeling of speaker toward something. The utterance of Jenko include of think liked means that Jenko like Shark tank than espresso bar.

**Dantum 13**

**Context:** Jenko and Schmidt are sat in Dickson’s office. Dickson throws a folder to Schmidt and Jenko.

Jenko: We’re going back to high school?

Captain Dickson: Your ass look like you’re about fifty. You’re going to MC State.

**Analysis**

The implicature can be found in Captain Dickson’s utterance, by saying “your ass look like you’re about fifty. You’re going to MC State”. Captain Dickson give information which less that required and less contribute. Captain Dickson should say “No, you’re come back to became student collage not high school. The term of “you look like about fifty” and “MC State” is a spesific context which had implied meaning. Dickson’s remark try to judge Jenko if he old and (tidak muda lagi) inappropriate to become student of high school. So, he undercover become student collage in Mc State university. The implicature is belongs to Particularized Conversational Implicature, because the inference can be drawn by knowing the context of utterance.
The function of implicature is Representative function and include of informing. Informing which is when speaker say something and speaker believe any something that happened. In Captain Dickson’s utterance state that Schmidt and Jenko did camouflage as student collage in one of university.

**Dantum 14**

**Context:** Jenko and Schmidt walk in the hall class and looking at their classes timetable.

Jenko: Dude, in Human sexuality do you get to fuck or do you just get to watch people fuck?

Schmidt: **Neither.**

**Analysis**

The Schmidt’s utterance is belongs to Generalized Conversational Implicature since the inference can be drawn from general features of the context and world-knowledge and does not depend on particular features of the context. Implicature in Schmidt’s utterance is “Neither”. Schmidt use “Neither” as a representation to inform that in Human sexuality Schmidt do not get to fuck or get to watch people fuck. Neither means that did not get both of that Jenko said. Schmidt should answer to Jenko’s statement with “I did not get to fuck or get to watch people fuck.

The function of implicature is Representative function that include of affirming. Affirming means that speaker state something and hearer
believed that said by speaker. in Schmidt’s utterance is a asserting toward Jenko if Schmidt did not get to fuck or get to watch people fuck.

Dantum 15

Context: Jenko sees the football in Rooster’s hand.

Jenko: Hey, you guys play football?

Rooster: No, this is actually my laptop. Yeah, I’m taking notes right now, huh?. I’m kidding, it’s a football.

Analysis

The implicature can be found in Rooster’s utterance, by saying “No, this actually my laptop. Yeah, I’m taking notes right now, huh?”, he gives information which is less than required and less contribute. He actually kidding to Jenko, dengan mengatakan jika yang di bawa itu bukan bola melainkan laptop dan dia sedang mengetik. It also raises an implicature that implied “Yeah, this is my football and we are play football”. The type of that implicature belongs to particularized implicature because the inference can be drawn by knowing the context of utterance. Special context in Rooster’s utterance is “this is my laptop and I’m taking note”.

The function of implicature is Representative function. Representative function which is commit the speaker to the truth something like asserting, claiming inform, criticizing and etc. The
utterance of Rooster is include of criticizing that means disclaim that Jenko’s statement.

Dantum 16

Context: When in history classes and Professor Jacobs call Jenko that the time was talking with Rooster and Zook.

Professor Jacobs: Mr. McQuade?
Jenko: Covalent bonds.

Analysis
There is an utterance containing implicature which can be found in data above. The implicature can be found in Jenko’s utterance. Jenko give information which is vague. Jenko’s utterance does not any clear explanation about the term of covalent bond. when Professor Jacobs call him, he ignored. Moreover, Jenko talk alone with Rooster and Zook. He tried to approach them. Therefor, when Professor Jacobs call Jenko “Mr. McQuade”?, he respond the call from Professor Jacobs, Jenko said “Covalent bonds”. The utterance of Professor Jacobs is inappropriate with Jenko’s utterance. Because why, Merriam Webster state that “covalent bonds” is a chemical bond that involves the sharing of electron pairs between atoms which is contained in chemistry. While at the time is not chemistry classes but history classes. The implicature belongs to Particularized Conversational Implicature since the inference worked out while drawing totally on the specific context of the utterance.
The function of implicature is Derective function. Directive express of the speaker’s attitude toward action that would be done by hearer. The utterance of Jenko include ask of Directive. The implied of Jenko’s utterance is ask to Professor Jacobs, why he call him.

**Dantum 17**

**Context:** Happened in class of history and Professor Jacobs ask to Jenko about drugs.

Professor Jacobs: What has been the result of the war on drugs?

Jenko: Why would you ask me? I’m.... I’m not a cop.

**Analysis**

Jenko give information which is not informative to Professor Jacobs’s question. Jenko should given an answer toward Professor Jacobs’s question in contrast he gives another question instead of proper answer. Because in Professor Jacob’s statement state that if Jacobs want to answer about the result of the war on the drugs. Jenko answer “I’am not a cop”. Automatically, Jenko do not want his undercover was blown as a cop or he actually do not know about result of the war on drugs. So, Jenko did not answer the question of Professor Jacobs. Jenko should answer the question like “Oh.. I’am sorry I don’t know”. The type of implicature belongs to Particularized Conversational Implicature since the inference worked out while drawing totally on the specific context of the utterance.
The function of implicature is protesting toward Jenko’s statement. Protesting belongs to Expressive. It report feeling of speaker toward something. Jenko said to Professor Jacobs if he is not a cop, so he do not know about drugs.

**Dantum 18**

**Context:** Improve student points to the audience and Jenko shouts out again

Improve Student: okay, we got time for just one more improv game. For this one we need a ton of different suggestions. So, uh... we just need you guys to fill in the blank in the sentence that we’re gonna set up. So, it’ll go like this, “Oh, I’m so hungry. I wish I had a ... “.

Jenko: Tampon!

**Analysis**

This utterance include in Particularized Conversational Implicature. because which do require such specific contexts. Spesific contexts in utterance above is Tampon. Jenko’s remark deliberately violating maxim because he gives information which is not true. Improve student ask in audience “Oh, I’m so hungry. I wish I had a ...”. Here the Improve Student hope one of audience give the appropriate answer. The audience should answer the question of Improve Student with “Oh, I’m so hungry. I wish I had a food”. But one of the audience is Jenko who different answer, he answer “Tampon” means that woman’s sanitary
napkin. Wikipedia state that tampon is a mass of absorbent material, primarily used as a feminine hygiene product. Historically, the word “tampon” originated from the medieval French word “tampion”, meaning a piece of cloth to stop a hole, a stamp, plug, or stopper. According to merriam webster’s dictionary tampon is a piece of soft material (such as cotton) that is placed in the vagina to absorb the blood that occurs during menstruation.

The function of implicature is Representative function. Representative function which is commit the speaker to the truth something like asserting, claiming inform, criticizing and etc. Utterance of Jenko is about inform or advise which is Jenko answer the question of Improve student.

Dantum 19

Context: Schmidt was see Maya in open might night and he remember if Maya is the girl’s in Psych Class.

Schmidt: You come talk to her with me

Jenko: Stop being a pussy and go talk to her, go!

Analysis

Jenko tries to mock Schmidt by expressing his preception about Schmidt appearance that nearly identity with women who never being a independent people. By saying “Stop being a pussy”, Jenkogive information which is not true. He calls pussy to Schmidt even Schmidt is
real male. In fact calling “Pussy” is refer to person who sex is semi female and semi male or not gentlemen. Jenko’s utterance also result implicature that implies “You must go alone” (please try to gentlemen, dude). The type of implicature belongs to Generalized implicature since the inference can be drawn from general futures of the context and world knowledge and does not depend on particular features of the context.

The function of that implicature is critisizing toward Schmidt’s physical appearance. Jenko said do not being a pussy it means that Schmidt must being a gentelmen and Jenko hpe to Schmidt do not rely on Jenko to always help him. Jenko Criticizing belongs to Representative function. This function is used to describe the world or reason about it.

Dantum 20

Context: Schmidt and Jenko walk in aisle of class and suddenly Jenko realizes how stupid he’s been.

Jenko: I do. I hear you can get Why-Phy on campus anywhere twenty-four-seven.

Schmidt: Do you think they mean Why-Phy the drug or Wi-Fi like the internet?


Analysis

Jenko’s utterance is include of Generalized Conversational Implicature because the utterance above there is no special context.
Generalized implicature since the inference can be drawn from general futures of the context and world knowledge and does not depend on particular features of the context. When Schmidt ask and affirm that Jenko’s purpose is Why-Phy or WI-FI, because Why-Phy and Wi-Fi is so different. Why-Phy is about drugs while Wi-Fi is about internet. Jenko is silent and think of something if he forget about he’s meant is WIFI not Why-Phy.

The function of implicature is Expressive. It report feeling of speaker toward something. The utterance of Jenko express of his stupidity because Jenko meant is Wi-Fi not Why-Phy. Yet, Jenko say to Schmidt is Why-Phy.

**Dantum 21**

**Context:** Rooster looks at Schmidt with suspicion.

Schmidt: So do you have any body art or like any ink I could see?

Rooster: That’s a pretty random question.

**Analysis**

Rooster gives obscure and prolixity information about Schmidt’s question. Schmidt ask to Rooster what he has body art or like any ink that could Schmidt see. Yet Rooster regard Schmidt’s question is strange because suddenly, Schmidt ask like that. Rooster do not want to show the art body, because according to Rooster, he and Schmidt just knew with each other. The type of implicature belong to particularized implicature
since the inference worked out while drawing totally on the specific context of the utterance.

The function of implicature is Directive function. The function of implicature is Derective function. Directive express of the speaker’s attitude toward action that would be done by hearer. The utterance of Rooster include ask of Directive. The implied of Rooster’s utterance implied meaning about ask to Schmidt, Schmid ask Rooster’s body art, suddenly.

**Dantum 22**

**Context:**  Schmidt and Jenko came to the frat party in the Zeta house.

**Zook:** Banging bitches and getting wasted all fucking day.

**Jenko:** Those are two of my favorite things to do.

**Analysis**

The Jenko’s utterance is belongs to Generalized Conversational Implicature since inference can be drawn from general features of the context and world-knowledge and does not depend on particular features of the context. The Jenko’s utterance is called Generalized Implicature because Jenko state that “those are two of my favorite things to do” but he not mention both of his favorite. Jenko should answer the Zook statement is clearly. Utterance of “those are two of my favorite to do” is contain of implied meaning that means banging bitches and getting wasted all
fucking day is favorite thing of Jenko. It can be concluded that Jenko’s remark implies “Both of banging bitches and getting wasted all fucking day are my favorite things to do”.

The function of implicature is Expressive. It report feeling of speaker toward something. The utterance of Jenko include of think liked means that Jenko was like to do binging bitches and getting wasted all fucking day.

Dantum 23

Context: Rooster lights the torch and the frat boys cheer, the clock shows 11:32 p.m when frat boys subject Schmidt and Jenko to drinking games as they chant to them.

Jenko: Dude, no matter what happens you have to keep up. Okay?

Schmidt: I’m gonna throw up!

Analysis

Schmidt’s utterance is not relevant with the Jenko’s question. Schmidt say if he want to throw up it means that Schmidt has not to keep up and he do not want to drink beer again. Yet, Jenko want to Semidt’s answer his question “Yes or No”. The Schmidt’s utterance is belongs to Particularized Conversational Implicature since the inference worked out while drawing totally on the specific context of the utterance. The spesific context in Schmidt’s utterance is “Throw up”. It can be concluded that Jenko’s remark implies “I can’t to keep up, Dude!”
The function of implicature is Expressive. It report feeling of speaker toward something. The utterance of Jenko include of suffering means that Schmidt and Jenko forced by Rooster and Zook to follow the drink beer challenge. Schmidt can not to keep and he want to throw up but Jenko hope to Schmidt keep up.

**Dantum 24**

*Context:* In front of the party room when Maya meet with Jenko parents.

Captain Dickson: How’s your classes going, Doug?

Schmidt: ....was just in the neighborhood...

**Analysis**

Schmidt’s answer is not relevant with the Dickson’s question. Schmidt try to change of talking about, Schmidt is panic because Maya who friend dating is a daughter of his captain. Schmidt do not know if Maya is a daughter of Captain Dickson. He try to calm in that condition. Captain Dickson ask to Schmidt about his classes and he do not answer the Captain Dickson’s question but Schmidt said if he and Maya life in neighborhood. Captain dickson know who Schmidt ever said to Dickson if he had been fucking girl. But Captain Dickson do not know if the girl is his daughter. It can be concluded that Jenko’s remark implies “actually is not good”.
The function of implicature is Expressive function. It reports felling of speaker toward something. Schmidt means panic with Captain Dickson about his act with Captain Dickson’s daughter.

**Dantum 25**

**Context:** Maya grabs Schmidt’s hand and he let’s go of it as he feels Captain Dickson getting angrier.

Captain Dickson: This ia bullshit! It’s fu...! Waiter! What can a black man do get some water around here?

Schmidt: Give the fucking guy some water! He’s black, he’s been through a lot!

**Analysis**

The type of implicature is belongs to Generalized Conversational Implicature since inference can be drawn from general features of the context and world-knowledge and does not depend on particular features of the context. In the Dickson’s utterance there is no special context. Yet, the utterance of Captain Dickson is vague. “Captain Dickson said to Waiter “What can a black man do get some water around here” as a representation to inform that Captain Dickson want to Waiter give him some water.

The function of implicature is Directive function. Directive means speaker expects the listener to do something for example, ordering, commending, requesting and etc. The utterance of Captain Dickson
include requesting of Directive. Captain Dickson request Waiter to give Dickson some water.

**Dantum 26**

**Context:** Schmidt hears someone clear their throat, he look across the room and sees Mercedes sitting n her bed staring at him.

Schmidt: You’re just jealous because Maya and I have a real connection.

Mercedes: I’m pretty close with my Grandpa too.

**Analysis**

Mercedes’s answer is not relevant with the Schmidt’s question. It means Mercedes intend to convey implied meaning to the hearer. Schmidt ask to Mercedes “are you jealous if I and Maya have a real connection”.

Because Mercedes always beside them and eventhough when Schmidt and maya are oral sex. Mercedes knows about Schmidt who a cap and she always want to know that do by Schmidt. It can be conclude that Mercedes’s remak implies “absolutely no, I’m not jealous if you have real connection with Maya”. The Mercedes’s utterance is belongs to Particularized Conversational Implicature since the inference worked out while drawing totally on the specific context of the utterance.

The function of implicature is Representative function. Mercedes’s utterance include of claim means that Mercedes disprove if se get jealous with the real connection between Schmidt and Maya.
Dantum 27

Context: Jenko and Schmidt are in Dickson’s office at the headquarters.

Captain Dickson: We did have carte blanche. Not no more. You got that expensive chasing in the beginning, that expensive equipment, this fucking office. This look like some shit Iron Man would have. Shit’s expensive! I got on eight hundred dollar shoes and you can’t even see the motherfuckers! So now two motherfuckers are in a crosshairs. Warning: find the supplier or don’t cost the departement no more.

Analysis
In Captain Dickson’s utterance above, he tell if price of his shoes is eight hundred dollar. It means his shoes is cheap than equipment which is given by the office. Captain dickson intimidate Jenko and Shmidt to find supplaiyer of drugs. Captain Dickson said “I got on eight hundred dollar shoes and you can’t even see the motherfuckers! So now two motherfuckers are in a crosshairs”. So, Jenko and Schmidt have been given modern equipment that more expensive and expensive chasing from their office. Therefor, they must can be find and catch the mutherfuckers (suplier of drugs) in Mc State. The type of implicature belongs to Generalized Implicature since inference can be drawn from general features of the context and world-knowledge and does not depend on particular features of the context.
This function is used to describe the world or reason about it. Captain Dickson claims that his shoes is more cheap than equipment of Jenko and Schmidt to find of suplier of drugs.

Dantum 28

Context: Fights between Jenko and Mercedes that happen in the bedroom.

Mercedes: Is there blood in my eye? Oh, my God.

Schmidt: Are you all right?

Mercedes: I think there's blood in my eye.

Analysis

Mercedes’s remark deliberately violation maxim. She gives information which is not informative as required. Mercedes’s respon does not appear on the surface to following of relevance. A symple relevant answer would be “Yes” or “No”. In order to make Schmidt respon relevant, Mercedes should say to Schmidt if she is not alright. Mercedes want to Schmidt know that there is a blood in her eyes. When they do fighting each other, Schmidt willfully hit Mercedes in part of face especially in her eyes. Mercedes discovered if her eyes was bloody. In short the implicature that rely much on the special context, it is can be classified into Particularized Conversational Implicature. particularized conversational implicature since since the inference worked out while drawing totally on the specific context of the utterance.
The function of implicature is Expressive function. Expressive function it reports felling of speaker toward something. The Mercedes’s utterance is include about illness, then Mercedes feel illnes when Schmidt hit the Mercedes’s eyes.

Dantum 29

Context: The gathering between Jenko and Schmidt in the rooftop.

Jenko: Shit. You made it, dude. Did you get Mercedes?
Schmidt: Yeah. All by myself.
Jenko: Really?
Schmidt: Mainly by myself.

Analysis
Schmidt answer to Jenko if he get Mercedes by alone without need help somebody else. In fact Schmidt not alone to get Mercedes but he helped by Captain Dickson and Maya (daughter of Captain Dickson). He said like that because he want to Jenko impressed him and praise him. Yet, Jenko is not fully trust toward Schmidt. Because as Jenko know, Schmidt is the one who weak in fighting. Therefore, Schmidt always rely on Jenko. Yet, they both need each other. Generalized Implicature since inference can be drawn from general features of the context and world-knowledge and does not depend on particular features of the context. Jenko use “really” as a represetation to inform that Jenko did not believe with
Schmidt utterance. it can be concluded that Jenko’s remark implies “I don’t believe if you get Mercedes all by yourself”.

The function of implicature is Directive function. The function of implicature is Directrice function. Directive express of the speaker’s attitude toward action that would be done by hearer. The utterance of Rooster include ask of Directive. The implied of Jenko’s utterance is ask to Schmidt which is Jenko did not believe about Schmidt said.

Dantum 30

Context: Jenko shoot the dick of Schmidt but rather caught his self
Schmidt: Oh, my God, are you all right?
Jenko: Shit! Why, man? Why am I always getting hurt around you?

Analysis

Jenko give information which is not informative to Schmidt’s question. Jenko give answer toward Schmidt’s question is contrast, he gives another question instead of proper answer. Schmidt ask to Jenko is he all right or no, because before that Jenko try to shoot the Schmidt’s dick and without discovered behind Schmidt there is mirror. When begining Jenko shoot Schmidt, Schmidt avoid the Jenko’s shot, so the shot is regarding to mirror and turn around toward Jenko. Jenko feel annoyed because everytime around his partner (Schmidt), he always getting hurt.
So, it can be concluded that Jenko’s remark implies “I’m not all right around you”. The type of implicature is belong to Particularized Conversational Implicature. particularized conversational implicature since since the inference worked out while drawing totally on the specific context of the utterance.

The function of implicature is Expressive function. Expressive function is reports feeling of speaker toward something. Jenko feels regret and disappointed because he always getting hurt when Schmidt beside him.

4.2 Discussions

After obtaining the data, the researcher needs to discuss the findings to clarify the answer of research problems. The first problem is proposed in this research is the type of conversational implicature that found in the dialogue transcript of 22 Jump Street movie. Based on the theory of implicature which proposed by Grice (1975). There are two types of conversational implicature. they are generalized conversational implicature and particularized conversational implicature. The implicature is called generalized conversational implicature when the participants hear the information from the speaker, generalized conversational implicature do not need to draw background knowledge to infer what the speaker’s intended meaning or the participants do not depend on special feature or context to understand the intended message. One example of Jenko’s utterance which say “What...what...fuck you, brain. When Schmidt ask and affirm that Jenko’s purpose is Why-Phy or WI-FI, because Why-Phy and Wi-Fi is so
different. Why-Phy is about drugs while Wi-Fi is about internet. Jenko is silent and think of something if he forget about that he’s purpose is WIFI. Jenko’s statement can implied “Oh... fuck you, brain. I’m forget, its certain Why-Phy, right!”.

Then, implicature is called particularized conversational implicature when the participants need to draw background knowledge to infer the intended meaning of the speaker. Particularized implicature need special feature of context. One example of Rooster’s utterance which say “That’s a pretty random question”, the implied meaning or implicature of Rooster’s statement cannot be inferred without identifying the context of communication. Rooster gives obscure and prolixity information about Schmidt’s question. Schmidt ask to Rooster what he has body art or like any ink that could Schmidt see. Yet Rooster regard Schmidt’s question is strange because suddenly, Schmidt ask like that. Rooster do not want to show the art body, because according to Rooster, he and Schmidt just knew with each other. Rooster’s statement can implied “Yeah, I have. Suddenly you ask me about body art that I have”.

The type of conversational implicature that mostly found in utterance of the dialogue transcript of 22 Jumpt Street movie is particularized conversational implicature which is about specific context. There are 19 utterance that include of particularized conversational implicature.

The second problem in this research is the function of implicature that found in the dialogue transcript of 22 Jumpt Street movie. There are four particular function of utterance which are discussed in this research, first is
Representative or assertive function, Directive function, Expressive function, Commissive function and Declarative function. The function of implicature that mostly found in utterance of the dialogue transcript of 22 Jumpt Street movie is Representative, there are 13 utterance that include of representative function.

This study is not first research that analyze about implied meaning in conversational implicature. There are many previous study had analyzed with same scope of theory, but the researcher distinguish this study with previous study from Zahrul Fauzi Makin (2015), the title is the analysis of conversational implicature and its violation maxims in the movie Grown Ups 2 2013. The writer analyzes utterances that contain of conversational implicature and violation maxims in the data. In analyzing conversational implicature and violation maxim, the writer used theory of implicature and cooperative principle that proposed by Grice (1975). The data is explained by showing the context of situation, the implicature of utterance, and the maxims. The result of this research is there are 12 data Generalized conversational implicature and 13 data Particularized conversational implicature.

This study have differences and similarities with the previous study above. The previous study above with this thesis is same theory about conversational implicature but different purpose in identifying the data. The Makin (2015) identify the type of conversational implicature and maxim that releted in utterance. They have not taken the function of implicature in their analysis. So the present study is different with the previous study. The similarity both of the previous study above is using movie as their object to analyzed. In the previous
study of Makin (2015), the mostly of the type of conversational implicature is particularized conversational implicature, same with the present study.

There are advantages and disadvantages when we use implied meaning. Advantages of used implied meaning is to make a code for define people and to kindness of someone, for example mother want to usher her daughter to doctor. When any people ask to mother, then mother say “I want to go to MD (Doctor of Medical). Mother say that in order to daughter do not know they want to go, because daughter do not want to go to doctor. The disadvantage used implied meaning is not all people know about meaning of utterance that have implied meaning and just define people who know that.

The researcher applies the phenomena of implied meaning with daily life. In human society uses the implied meaning to communication with other human. Sometimes human did not know whether they delivered their utterance to other people appropriate with the rule of conversation or not and good speech or not. Usually people violate of conversation. As we know that Allah command us to deliver our speech with good, polite, not deviating and without rambling.

As in the Holy Qur’an surah Al Ahzab, verse 70

وَأَفْعَلُوا الْحَقَّ وَلَا تَفْسُدُواْ فِيْهِ مَّن يُقِيمُنَ الْحَقَّ وَمَا أَنْصَرْتُكُمْ إِلَّا مَنِ امْتَنَعَ مِنْ أَنْتَهِكْنَاهُمْ أَنْفُسَهُمْ وَمَا كَانَ مِنْكُمْ إِلَّا مُتَّقِينَ

O you who believe! Keep your duty to Allah and fear him, and speak (always) the truth.
The significance of the verse 70 of surah Al ahzab means that Allah SWT command us to remain devout with Allah SWT. Therefore, we should say good statement, honestly, not bent nor deviate. Not bent nor deviate means that what we said appropriate with we discussed. According to Hamka (1987: 274) in thesis of Dr. H. Sofyan Sauri, M.Pd. interpretation about word of *qoulan sadida* based on the context of verse in Surah above. Hamka state that the expression which have meaningful of proper utterance and incurred from a clean heart, because utterance is an overview of what are in our heart. People who say words that can be hurt others indicate that the person has a soul which is dishonest. Therefore the researcher hope the reader to say correctly and not convoluted, appropriate with a rule of conversation.